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Abstract

Globalization conveys varying messages to its audience due to its trans-disciplinary
nature, and the pattern of governance and socio-political atmosphere in a given economy
can influence the e),.1entto which globalization is harnessed. The study examined the
influence of globalization and governance on economic growth in West Africa, drawing
empirical facts from Cote d'Ivoire and Nigeria. Data sourced from IFS and Polity IV for
the period 1960-2004 were analyzed using parsimonious error correction model after
Carrying out stationarity and cointegration tests. Whereas the measure of globalization
was found to influence positively the economic growth of Cote d'Ivoire and Nigeria, the
nature of governance and socio-political situations had negative effect. The study
~mmends that efforts are to be made by these countries to adapt technologies that
SJlit· local peculiarities via appropriate policies, in order to significantly partake of the
op}?Ortunitiesthat are in the globalizing world. The need for the nature of governance and

.~political ambiance to be investment friendly was also advocated .

• ords: Economic growth, Endogenous growth theory, Globalization,Governance.
JEiCodes: F43; Hl1; 024.

;A//,)
~!INTRODUCTION.
a~'y! Globalization though commonly used, conveys different messages to its

rW~ce due to its multifaceted and trans-disciplinary nature. For instance, what it
·~.to an economist may not be the same to an accountant, a technocrat, political
I_~t,!.so~iologist, por communication expert. The economist may see the concept

fi8~~JIlnlc:iftrade ipt~gra~ion among nations of the world, while a sociologist could
~ .....-~. .. .._.~~~~

"w.~£y4jrss.c. Globalit.Jdion,Governance IfIIdEconomiC
'IIi WaiAjnCfl/tlte Case 'uleote d'/voire and Nigeria.

,;r<:' .
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.,
~qit a~integration of cultural norms 8ll!0ngstthe various ethnic enclaves in the .

\\Iorl4"In·general, one ofthe difficultproblems usually.encountered when dealing with
g1ob~tidrfiS defirung it in a widely acceptable way (Strand et aI,2002). In this study,
emphasis is placed on the economic perspective to make it more directional. In this

regard, globalization is likened to the openness of the world economy where nations
link to integrate with another to the extent that they have free trade, movement of
.capital and financial activities (Igudia,2004).

Economic analyses propose that openness to trade, flow of factors, ideas and
information stimulate economic and political progress (Reich, 1998), which can be
broadly termed as globalization. Hence, the economic dimension constitutes the
hallmark of globalization, which involves integration of domestic economies with the
rest of the world and increase in interdependence of the countries via trade, financial
'flows, free factor movements and exchange of technology (Obadan, 2004). The modes

;andllidicators of globalization include rapid growth in international trade, foreign direct
In\restment (FDI) and internationalflowsof capitaland information,among severalothers.

lThe insufficient knack ofless developed countries-LDCs (West African region
inclusive) to translate globalization to their economic advantage is making them to
participate rather unsatisfactorily. Governance and socio-political structure in most
African countries as well as unfair playing ground at the global plane, have not made

;them benefit much from the trend in the globalizing world, thus making Africa
'som~what 'the exploited continent' (Aluko, 2004). Among factors perceived to be
responsible for this menace include disproportionate importation of consumer goods
and exportation of primary commodities, low level of technological, which reflectpolicy
mal-alignment and mal-adaptation (Fosu, 1996; Aluko, 2004).

Artadi and S'ala-i-Martin (2003) observed that the Sub-Saharan African (SSA)

.~ountries(which is applicable to West Africa) performed unsatisfactorily on most
:~~$!~~~~no~ic.'yariables ..O?e ?fthe fact?rs.ide~tified as responsible w,as
t H.~~~t~~f!tc~~ry:a~kree?rglobalizatIOn.The regIOn1S qmte abundantly endowed With

,:t~~re~~t~~'t~~lal'~chuman) whi.c~have not been efficiently manage.d. F~r
,.!~ptpre~~~get:iae~r1fedJ:!,~$350btllton between 1965 and 2000, makmg 011
._l~~~enties·pefCapita to~fi'()~:US$33 to US$325 but Gross Domestic Product

"'f.;;f8BP).~·eapitQ.d~lin,ed~it:$I000in 198G to $300 in2001 {Obadan, -2003,also

.. '. see table 4.lili appeDdixr~~~~.Yf~t.~aseam~(t4L!ti~g~eperiod did

. '.. ': ~'~"''''',s;2 "~: ' ' '.,.



dWligriificantly improve the living standard of her citizenry (Sala-i-Martin and
~ 2003). Other countries in the region likeCote d'Ivoire (one of the world's

~estProducers and exporters of coffee, cocoa and palm oil);Ghana (with deposits

otIhrd diamond, manganese ore, and bauxite); Liberia (with iron, timber and rubber);W!Si&ha Leone (with rutile, titanium ore); have similar stories (Wikipedia

t!licydopedia,2005).
n;.:r:·' ,

~ have related the effects of globalization to different macroeconomic indicators
aijd sc;ptorsof various nations of the world. For instance,Akinlo (2003) enunciated on
tberole of globalization to stock markets on the economies of Sub-Saharan Africa;

Qwwing (1998) discussed the consequences of globalization on the role of the national
government; Tussie (1998) examined its influence on world trade; while Alege and
Ogun (2005) expounded its impact on the growth of manufacturing sector in Nigeria.
l!Videncestherefore reveal that empiricalexaminationof the concept of globalization in
Afiican continent with governance and economic growth in a particular region has not
been sufficiently attended to. Therefore, this paper seeks to address this area by
eXploringon how nations in agiven region (WestAfiica) can benefit from the gains that
~ aVailablein globalization to their socio-economic progress.

~:above objectives will be achieved using two of the prominent countries in the
FtSion and also the most populated Francophone and Anglophone country, viz: Cote

d'I~()ireand Nigeria, respectively. Moreover, the two countries comprise about 65%
oft,pe region's GDP figure and close to 60% ofthe population. The rest part of the
~ds structured as follows; section 2 contains the literature review, followed by

:etical framework and methodology in section 3; while data analysis and.~usion are in sections 4 and 5, respectively.~rrtHll/

~U;·.LlTERATURE REVIEW. .!f...'.The Concept of Globalization. Globalization could be defined broadly as the
~ interactionand integrationof economicactivitiesof the humansocietiesaround
.6rld whos~ rhythm became very loud at the end of the last century (Alege and
~. 2005). It could also connote the process of denationalizing clusters of
~",ic, political and social activities that allows the flow of capital, among others,

.•••• t~ional boundaries (Igudia, 2004). In other worlds, globalization results in
•••• oting ~nomic interdependence of nations of the world via increasing degree of
ClNJiS- border transactions of goods and services, capital flows, and technology.
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~.sp~~Q.andJeyob,ltion of various forms of technology such as mass media,

t~UU)J.uni~tions internet facilities, etc have played an essential role in driving the
cm~'9f globalization, thereby causing a si~ficant nudge from centrally controlled
ec<¥ID~c system; to open up their economies. This stance has opened them up to trade

wi!hpthernations of the world_ Thus, transforming the world to a global village that
can easily be accessed. To Holm and Sorensen (1995) globalization involves the

. intensification of economic, political, socio-cultural interactions amongst the nations of

the world:; Therefore, the process of globalization integrates national economies through

trade, 'capitaHlows, etc by reducing barriers to trade, technology, and movement of

capitaHind-labour resources (Imimole and Akosodo, 2005). The concept also

pdrtrays -the image of a borderless world in which there are no impediments to trade,

capital flow and labour mobility (Obadan, 2006; Obadan and Oaikhen!1n, 2007).

~~2Globalization, Governance and Economic Growth. The effects of globalization

anq. ecoI)omicgrowth among nations ofthe world especially the developing countries

h,llve led to some.elements of debate. World Bank (1992) had observed that global

ultegr.~tWp.;pfIl)afkets is capable of turning the economies of developing countries to

10W;'\'~~spppliers of some manufactured goods. It has also been said that a positive

rel~tionship between globalization and economic growth exists and that international
traqt is ori~ of the variables that explained economic growth in a given nation (Artadi

aria;s.a1a~i~Martin, 2003). This means that there could be a significant relationship that:.-.••i,,-; -._ "

exIsts between globalIzation and economic growth_.}

Ajayi (2001) noted that a more open economy, premised on economic integration.,

wo..ulA improve the level of economic growth; offer new opportunities via expanded.' - .

market; and the acquisition of new technologies. Uwatt (2004) examined the link

between globalization and growth using panel data for forty-one (41) African nations

from 1980 to 1999. Though results were mixed, it was suggested that African nations

mU,Ststand up to face the demands of globalization through meaningful policies that will

promote and engender increased trade and capital inflows. This depicts that a nation

with higher access to international markets will experience higher level of investment
~economic growth.

InSiinilar a manner, Ndiyo and Ebong (2004) using vector auto-regressions (VARs)

~tmpit:ically investigated the dynamic ihfluence of globalization, FDIamong others, ~

o.n~ established anegative1ntlue:nceofglobalmttion on Nigerian economic growth .
•/ Eo ':_~ ••• : ~
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clJ,lJeyfurther affirmed that external reserves, net foreign indebtedness, and FDI had

~e impact on economic growth. Agiobenebo and Ajie (2004) suggested that
""'tefforts ~re required to build AJrican capacities to take full advantage of the
~edge and technological revoluti )ns occurring around the globe, given the trend

~aiization and catch-up with the rest of the world in this 21st century.

Mffai~2004 equally noted that a higher measure of globalization will ensure better~ i6fforeign investment from developed countries to LDCs. It is equally a prima
tfJfb'\6at the LDCs (especially the West African nations) have not fully aligned their

~gomi~s to allow the investment to stim~late.~atisfactory level of gro~h. This has
oemg attnbuted to so many factors such as mablhty ofLDCs to formulate mvestment
friendly policies, political and social unrest, reliance on primary products for exports,
n,stitutional and structural imbalances, and weak infrastructural base (Obadan, 2004;
Nuko, 2004).

The above scenario gives an indication that West African countries need to fully
ernbrace and strengthen democratic governance that would make their economies

~V~strnent friendly.This is because domestic polices put in place in these nations will

~.' •.i,.pp....~encethe degree of their globalization (flow foreign investments), which willfi~tely affect the level of economic growth. Therefore, the economic benefits that
are iatent in the globalizing world would be reaped when the nature of governance in
West African countries is evidently strong to promote domestic savings and attract

> -' .ncapital. This was stressed by Ogujuiba et al (2004) that unguided level of
. itioncould have deleterious implicationsfor economic growth especiallyifthe
of governance (as manifested by institutional, legal, infrastructural framework)
.~,Similar conclusion was reached by Fosu (1992) that political instability had

se effect on economic growth in SSA.

the views explored in the literature, this paper will carry out empirical
.$tigation of the degree to which globalization had impacted economic growth of~ .. -

~ries in West Africa, on one hand, and examine whether the nature of their

"". .ceis catalytic or inhibiting to economic growth, on the other especially in
times. Empirical evidences would be drawn from Cote d'Ivoire and Nigeria for
. ',00 1960-2004.
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•• THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK AND METHODOLOGY.
HIlrmd-Domar model (Harrod, 1939; Domar, 1947) was an early attempt to model

eooDOmiCgrowth, which shows that economic growth is directly related to savings

IlndcapitaJ/output ratio respectively. The major deficiency in tIli! :nodel is its reliance
on anon-flexible production function i.e. non-substitutability between labour and capital

inputs. In response to the drawback of Harrod-Domar model, Solow (1956)
itPtiated the neoclassical growth model. To make a distinction between the latter and

the former, Solow defined a production function that allows for substitution among

factors. Generally, the Solow neoclassical growth model posited that the main

determinant of the per capita output (proxy for economic growth) is the rate of

cbange in capital stock that depends on investment per head.

The Solow's model was also faulted, which led to the augmented version specified by

Mankiw, et al (1992) that uses Cobb-Douglas production function, thus endogenizing

~growth model. The model is usually represented as follows:

Y - AKa/I ('Ij - ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• e. 1/

~ere K=capital input; L= labour input; parameters a and a are K and L share of

f?UtP.4t,respectively. Ais an index of production efficiency (technical efficiency); whileY is 9te output. Another key assumption of the function is that the coefficients ofboth

~ andausually lies between 0 and 1 (and).

ffhis study adapts the Mankiw, et al (1992) by extending the formulation. It equally

draws insight from Alege and Ogun (2005) and Adjasi, (2006) models but with

~cant modification to incorporate explanatory variables of interest. Whereas the

fenner examined the impact of trade openness and technology on Nigerian

manufacturing sector, the latter looked at the competitiveness of exporting firms in

fii~: In ~s studX, the degree of globalization (GLOB) would be proxied using the

~Of volume oftr~~e!~ .G:+>P.Thebasic idea here isthat, the m.0re open a country

~~J9lhe; ~l~ments pf gl<>;b~iz3;tion, the higher would be the level of her economic
2fO~l':,.;. ·ccleris paril:?~s.Th!it is, GLOB is expected to have a direct relati~nship with
~ 'er'capita GDP (PG))~). - -.1,"" 'ID. '.' ,. . ''',\~~~~.t-:._~.·. .,." _.

Another variable is the nature of governance in the countries (NGO). The inClusion of
this variable becomes very imperative because it is not unusual to find situations where

.egovernance style in the region, instead offacilitating economic growth, tends to

6



4nhibit it via activities that are geared towards unproductive channels. It was also

If~served in the literature that the socio-political atmosphere of a nation could influence

ti,iJter economic growth. This becomes very crucial when examining the economic growth

t \'!Ofnations especially West African region where political tumult and social turmoil are

. ·".revalent in some of the countries. The clear examples of Liberia and Sierra Leone
Q¥,(tea.dilycome to mind in this regard. In fact, most of the SSA countries have had their

c~wn dosage of socio-political upheaval at one time or the other (Artadi and Sala-i

(/tMartin, 2003). The socio-political situation and the nature ofsocio-economic policies

. t'zof a country, to a very large extent, is a reflection of its nature of governance. This will

•..be captured using a dummy variable (NGO) that would be obtained by bifurcating the

2t.political competition data defined in Polity IV (Marshall and Jaggers, 2005).
mtThus, the model for the study in extended form can be written implicitly as:
atiF "' ',;"1;'2 -, ;.3 -;'4 .
AI;IfP(J[)~j =/(AtiRK/i LFh (JLOBh NCrO" UtrJ- ---------:-------------(2)

~~

..,£.;;.>tu>: .••. ~lP: real ~r capita incom~, obtained by dividing the real GDP b.Yp.o.~on,,~ : real capItal stock, proXled by real gross fixed capItalf9~K>n (~FCF>:
i,~t-F : labour force in the countries, . / .•' .........,

~"1i-oB :measure of globalization, the ratio of trade to GDP (export +import divided
; byGDP) .

: nature of governance in the countries dummy vari~ble, obtained by grouping

the political competition data as reported in Polity IV int~nd 0as the case
maybe. "

: stochastic term capturing other variables not included in the model.

bscript't's represent time dimension (i.e. period) and Ii'sdenotes the respective countries

z: Cote d'Ivoire and Nigeria. Real variables (Le. dividing their nominal values by

nsumer price index, CPI) were used in preference to current variables in order to

ove the possible influence of price fluctuation .

.odifying equation (2) explicitly and taking logarithmic transformation, the equation
:low would be derived:

J

'IJ.iogrpgdp= Au +A110grk+A210g(l +A3Iogg1ob+A .•l1g0+V (3) ,

7
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,1,...." ••••~iJUerqept), vis (the residuals), A,i's (i =1,2,3, 4) are the parameters to be
''-'tedJbat denote the rate of change in the dependent variable with variations in
"!teSPective independent variables. The log ofNGO was not taken since it is a
-....nyvariable. (It is also worthy of note that the logarithmic form of the model
~ the rate of changes in the variables, which gives indication to their growth
-illaS:') The aproriis such that A,'i's (i =1,2,3) > O.This means positive relationships

awe expected between rgdp and the independent variables, except ngo. The sign of
fItsoisa.nissue for empirical resolution (i.e.A,4 < 0 or >0).
'~;\Ii.
".0 ¥RESENTATION OF DATAAND INTERPRETATION.
1.1 Data Presentation.
,Thepaper employs econometric analysis in explaining the related variables for the

period 1960 -2004, which will help in empiricallyachieving the objective of the study.The choice ofthis scope is to have a relatively large observation (sample), which is

usually;;;ssentialfor time series analysis. In addition, 1960 was the year both countries

~d'tlieJf political Independence. The data for the variables (except LF and NGO)
we;r~ obtained ftom International Financial Statistics (IFS). The data on few

rI!~er?~ico.nomic variables for the two countries are pre~ented in Ta~le 4.1, in the1jiPeildiX. the values ofPGDP were converted from the natIOnalcurrencies to the US

iIonarsusing the officialexchange rate for comparative purpose .
• h~~\)fthe measure of globalization, it was a bit higher for Cote d'Ivoire than
~'Ythi 'from 1960, but in recent times especially from year 2000, it had been

oommensurably high for both countries with the latter been higher.This means that the
*?!-".ntriesarebecOmingmore globalized in recent times. More so, with respect to their

t',· }bP."it}~RY,eat~,b~tter in Coted'Ivoire than Nigeria in the earlyyears. It imp.roved
. r ,b~t~,coplltnes In late 1970s and early 1908s when the values were In the0-"'" ',"'0' •. ", 'c' ,'"

, ''''ghborh60d'of$1000. The trend had since changed (except between 1996 and
,1998 for Nigeria) in recent years though it appeared higher for Cote d'Ivoire. This

IfiIPuld~be,~e to the rising population and unsatisfactory level of growth that
,i~ characterized the region.

~ll....
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,tolStationarity and Cointegration Tests of Variables.
Ipometric studies (e.g. Engle and Granger, 1987) that deal with macroeconomic

eries data, it had been observed that variables may not stationary at levels. What

t!means is that the Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) regressions done at levels may
'~iiIidspurious results. Therefore, testing to know whether the variables are stationary

and also find out their level of stationarity becomes vital. The popular ways of

mg out stationarity (unit root) test of variables are Augmented Dickey-Fuller
Nand Phillips-Perron (PP) tests. The two tests have similar approaches and

t~f; but the main distinction is that the latter takes into accounts the time series

uniqueness of the variables in the presence of structural change (Ndiyo and Ebong,
2004; Idowu, 2005). PP test appears to be a modification of the ADF because it

·takes-less restrictive nature of the error process into accounts. The beauty of it is that,

-a-vafiable that is stationary at a given order using PP, will always be stationary using

.ADtporthis study, the PPtest was used for stationarity test ofthe variables with the

aid ofE-views software. The results are reported in Table 4.2a.

NIGERIA

Remarkl

-11.4477

-2.9286 -3.5136
-2.9303 -3.5162

LeveV

-1st Diff

·-!fable.••.~2,a:Stationarity Test of Variables with Phillip-Perron (PP) Test



...

4.28 shows that all the variables (except NGO-dummy that was not subjected

~tytest) were stationary at first difference (1 st Difl) for both countries,

~ tRMUng that they are I (1) series. This implies that all the variables have to be
difttrenced once to yield meaningful results.

_When variables that are known to be I( 1) series produce a stationary process, then

(;ointegration may exist between them. This connotes that long-run relationship exists
among them, which implies that they will move together in the long-run. To ascertain

this, a cointegration test was done with the use ofJohansen's multivariate approach

and the result is reported in Table4.2b.

Table 4. 2b: Johansen's Multivariate Cointegration Test Among Variables
. .,..,

COTE D'VOIRENIGERIA

lJO:

EigenvalueLikelihood RatioEigenvalueLikelihood Ratio5%C.V

None*

0.%5921 207.19390.56166688.1598668.52

51*

0.595069 65.272630.48159853.5193447.21

·52

0.325075 27.302990.28369125.9251929.68

53

0.226493 10.790530.24364711.9121315.41

54

0.000097 0.0040850.0043650.1837393.76

Notes: * Reject HO of no cointegration of the variables at 5% significant level.

Source: Output generated from author's computation.

The Likelihood Ratio in Table 4.2b shows that the null hypotheses of no cointegration

and at most one cointegrating equation cannot be accepted at 5% level of significance

for both countries. This is because the Likelihood Ratios are greater than the critical

values at those levels. The implication is that a long-run relationship exits between the

variables and they can be combined such that the regression estimates can be used in

.!l)8king useful deductions because they reflect equilibrium values.

4.3 Results from Error Correction Model and Interpretation.

'-The parsimonious error correction model (ECM) was further estimated in the paper,

rWhich is reported in Table 4.3 for both countries.

10



bits in Table 4.3 indicate that all the variables (except NGO that had negative

: .••....•..'.-' _ oilt with the expected positive sign for both countries, depicting that the. ··ccriterion for the model estimation was adequate. In terms of their level of

~e, the tstatistics shows that LOGRK was statistically significant at 1% for
~es; LOGLF was significant at 1% and 5% for Cote d'Ivoire and Nigeria,

1tn ).~y, while LOGGLOB and NGO were statisticallysignificantat 10% for both
~

)i ? ~rfl

T~t~ Results of the Error Correction Model for Cote d' Ivoire and Nigeria
~. COTE D'VOIRE NIGERIA

t-Stat.

Coefficientt-Stat.

0.1608

0.68760.15301..3834

0.6239*

7.26460.7211 *11.2950

2.1181 *

2.87634.4624**2.0923

0.2267***

1.76330.2034***1.8297

-0.0963***

-1.9502-0.0780***-1.9338

-0.4091 **

-2.0912-0.5464*-3.7707

0.6797

0.8054

0.5764

0.7791

0.0936

0.0635

6.5788 (0.0000)

30.6310 (0.0000)

1.9627

2.08241

43

43

~t~d *** means significant at 1, 5 and 10 % respectively. Tabulated two
.~[Ot8i1edt-valueswere 2.701, 2.021 and 1.684 for 1, 5 and 10 %, in that order.

~e: Outl?ut generated·from author's computation.

ieffictems,which represent the elasticity ofLOGRPGDP with respect to one
••1. t>tYi~ariableholding others constant per time, connote that 1000;0ihcreasein

··J·Willleadto about 22.67% and 20.34%increase inLOGRPGDP for

,ireand Nigeria, respectively.· Alookat the influence.
fLOORPGDP denotes that 100% increase in the former will result to about
,"?-800.lo decrease in the latter for Cote d'Ivoireand Nigeria, accordingly.

11



T\'bk
, >"
BV'aluating the general performance of the explanatory variables, the values of

R;;';squaredexplains that about 67.97% and 80.54% variations in LOGRPGDP were

eXplained by the explanatory variables for Cote d'Ivoire and Nigeria, in that order.
The F-statistic, which is a measure overall significance of the regression indicates that

the explanatory variables were significant at the 1% level. The standard error of

regression (S.E.ofregression) is also very low corrol)(! ating that the sum of squared
errors were minimized. In addition, it could be observed thatthe result is free from

first order autocorrection, as indicated by the Dubin- Watson (D. W) statistics that is

approximately 2. Thus, the results could be used in making valuable inference about

the interactive influence of globalization and governance on economic growth of both
countries.

Another essential variable in the regression results presented in Table 4.3 is the error

correction term-ECM (-1). The coefficient has the expected sign which is significant

at 1% for Cote d'Ivoire and 5% for Nigeria. Its value (absolute) was approximately

0.41 and 0.55 for Cote d' Ivoire and Nigeria, respectively. The meaning of this is that

there is a moderate speed of adjustment from the short-run to the long-run for Cote

d'Ivoire and Nigeria, but it is a bit faster for the latter for the study period.

4.4 Implications of Results and Recommendations. Some implications can

be drawn from the regression results presented in the previous section. The measure

of globalization was found to influence positively and significantly the economic growth

of Cote d'Ivoire and Nigeria. This implies that globalization has the potential of

enhancing their economic growth. However, from the coefficients, the level of

influence is not that high. This may be as a result of mal-aligned trade polices in these

countries, importations of finished products, exportation of unprocessed/primary

products (like crude oil in Nigeria) and low level of technological innovations on one

hand and some ofthe pitfalls that uneven playing global plane portend.

The study also found that the nature of governance and socio-political situations in the

countries were counter-productive and grmvth inhibiting. This is because the

socio-political ambiance had been that of repressive, suppressive, and factional while

only in few years it was transitional and competitive. (For example, Nigeria only t

tl'Ulsited to democratic era in 1999 while Cote d'I voire is still undergoing the -'

process). This means that that nature of governance and socio-political situations in

these countries make investors, foreign and local, skeptical about their investment ~

. 12 ~



~.This because socio-political tumult willmake investment environment more
.~ increasing the cost of capital which will reduce the level investment with

{:':rse effects on economic growth. The incessant youth agitations in the Niger
ofNigeria, communal and religious crises, and social uprising in most part

"?fegion, are testimonies to the above.
p

:~ helpful to recommend that these countries put in place trade policies that will

IAJiW1k excessive importation of finished products and also reduce to level of expor-

~~ of their primary products. This willbe achieved by improving their technological~ations and make any adapted technology to suit their local needs and structural

',~~ties. It is ~elieved !hat the coun!ries can b~nefit more f~o.mthe globalizing:.' , ,mstead ofbemg margmal players WIthappropnate trade polICIes.Moreover, the

(~eofgovernance and socio-political scene have to be made conducive and
j."~lment friendly. This will be achieved by strengthening the on going

4~n;locratization and ensuring that the path of dialogue for lasting tranquility is
fOllowed to reduce the ravaging effects of religious and ethnic crises.
"~.r,

"'_ff} Corc'CONCLUSION.Globalizationconveys several meanings to its audience due
,"t;iSAinterdisciplinary nature, and the nature of governance in a given country can
,~the extent to which such a country can benefit from globalization. In addition,

,micmaxim usually suggest that globalization opens nations to trade, flow of
1fS, ideas and information that are capable of stimulating economic growth. The

.ed out an empirical investigation of the possible benefits that countries in
,-,-icacan derive from the globalizingworld, using statistical facts from the most

,~ Francophone-Cote d'Ivoire and Anglophone-Nigeria
_,'_",L-,

w~~re sourced from IPS and Polity IV for the period 1960-2004 and were
~ ~ing parsimonious error correction model (ECM) after testing for stationarity
,integration between the variables using Phillips-Perron (PP) and Johansen

'ariate methods, respectively. The measure of globalization was found to
cetheeconomic growth of Cote d'Ivoire and Nigeria, positively. The study
ablished that the nature of governance and socio-political situations in the

'.fwer~not growth inducing. The reason would be that that nature of prevailing
ltical situations inthe countries studied would make investment environment

frisky thus increasing the cost of capital which will advers~ effects on economic

13



FFfJmthe findings, itis recommended that for the countries to partake of the

opportunities that are in globalization and experience satisfactory economic growth,
efforts are to be made to improve their technology and make any adapted technology
to suit their local peculiarities by adopting appropriate trade policies.Also the nature of

governance and socio-political ambience has to be investment friendly and conducive
for economic growth. This will be achieved by strengthening the on going
democratization and ensure that dialogue is used to reduce negative effects of

socio-political crises. In addition, the roles of the Western world (managers of

globalization) in ensuring even playing field for the LDCs willbe helpful.

1 Labour force was obtained from World Bank database as reported in Iyoha (2004:260&315). ngo was

obtained by grouping the political competition data reported in Polity IV into 1 and 0 as the case may be. The

years with 0, 4, 5, and -88 (not applicable; transition; competitive; and transition periods, respectively)
which are favourable was represented as 1, While 0 was attributed to other periods (1,2, -66, 3 and ~77 i.e.
repressive; suppressive; interruption; factional; and interregnum, in that order), which portend governance
situation that are not conducive for meaningful economic activities.

2 Th:~conclusion was reached when the variables were subjected to both tests.

3 The over-parameterized estimations for model selection and optimal lag length using the Akaike info

criterion (AlC) were carried out before the ECM but the results were not reported for brevity sake.
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I

COTE D'IVOIRE NIGERIA

Exh(Frc/$)

PGDP ($)GLOBExh(N/$) PGDP($)GLOB

245.130

163.5340.5770.71482.2190.349

245.065

178.5450.6390.71479.6100.345

245.005

179.6790.6060.71482.2960.338

245.100

203.3130.5820.71494.1320.302

245.005

237.2560.6140.71498.1510.334

245.075

227.8820.5890.714102.4290.364

247.590

233.0830.6000.714107.5580.342

245.425

240.8130.5980.71485.7230.387

247.405

270.9270.6420.71481.5960.357

277.915

258.6200.6650.714131.1110.292
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1970
276.025 283.0670.6750.714241.9350.211

1971

261.225 303.9180.6700.6582967470.265

1972

256.050 318.7500.678. 0.658 307.9270.254

1973

235.425 398.6450.7400.658333.3880.345

1974

222.225 527.6550.8450.616554.7820.465

1975

224.275 564.4370.7680.6~7621.1060.449

1976

248.487 653.1930.7750.631747.3570.457

1977

235.250 934.6400.7640.651824.2270.500

1978

209.000 1,124.9350.7390.648863.2110.469

1979

201.000 1216.377;.:

0.723 0.5611,151.6050.448

1980

225.800 1,141.1250.7620.5441,348.9340.516.-1981
287.400 910.8730.7750.6371,132.0730.492

1982

336.250 805.5520.7580.6701.071.8470.390

1983

417.375 649.1250.7270.7491027.8270.266

1984

479.600 619.5130.7710.8081,031.4120.230

1985

378.050 789.5210.7921.000922.8540.254

1986

322.750 898.9490.6963.317273.0060.236

1987

267.000 998.4400.6304.141316.6510.427

1988

302.950 854.2840.4765.353317.3720.347

1989

289.400 878.5410.5117.651333.8800.589

1990

256.450 905.6400.4909.001319.7620.623

1991

259.000 873.0590.5709.862352.6660.636

1992

275.325 793.1520.56619.646292.0940.596

1993

294.775 717.9310.56421.882325.4850.574

·1994

534.630555.1860.76021.997411.0150.423

1995

490.000 689.8520.49021.887869.5950.587

1996

523.700 698.1970.81021.8861.209.9560.554

1997

598.810 732.0260.70421.8861,228.0810.737

1998

562.210 838.3950.67021.8861,174.3110.618

1999

652.953 723.0020.70597.950295.1690.716

2000

704.951 639.6770.714109.550386.6020.77:-

2001

744.306 £.2'J.0770.719112.950357.7970.826

2002

625.49'; 751.5150.843126.400359.9670.806

2003

519.364 8S2.8200.826136.500418.4010.914

2004

481.578 983.8830.804132.350502.1110.995

Notes: Exh: Exchange rates; PGDP: Per.Capita GDP; GLOB: Measure of globalization. Sources:
The data (except exh) were computed by the author from the figures obtained from International
Financial Statistics. '
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